Behavioral evidence for auditory induction in a species of rodent: Mongolian gerbil (Meriones unguiculatus).
When a segment of sound of interest is interrupted by a loud extraneous noise, humans perceive that the missing sound continues during the intrusive noise. This restoration of auditory information occurs in perceptions of both speech and non-speech sounds (e.g., tone bursts), a phenomenon referred to as auditory induction. In this study, Mongolian gerbils were trained with standard Go/No-Go operant conditioning to discriminate continuous tone bursts (the Go stimulus) from tone bursts with a silent gap in the middle (the No-Go stimulus). Noise was added to Go and No-Go stimuli to determine the condition under which induction would occur. The Mongolian gerbils engaged in Go responses to No-Go stimuli only when the noise spectrally surrounding the tone was of the same duration as the silent portion of the No-Go stimulus; these results match those previously reported in primates (humans and macaque monkeys). The result presents not only the evidence of the auditory induction in a rodent species but also suggests that similar mechanisms for restoring missing sounds are shared among mammals. Additionally, our findings demonstrated that the rodent can serve as a valuable animal model for future studies of perceptual restoration.